
Research Inspired Teaching

Students at UW have joined a multi-disciplinary 

academic community, which is inspired by a 

variety of approaches, experiences, perceptions 

and engagements with contemporary research 

• seek to ensure that all student learning is 

enriched by engaging with the challenges and 

excitement of cutting edge research 

• students’ enhance and develop their 

employability skills by undertaking research 

projects themselves 



Designing Curricula

Course teams are advised to embed the acquisition of 

research skills into curricula from level 4 and to consider 

the introduction of Research Experience Modules.

Examples: Comparative Animal Physiology, History Work Experience 

Involving Students in a Community and Culture of 

Researchers 

The University produces a ‘Quick Guide’ to staff – student 

research opportunities and events each year – as a one-

page handout and on the web.

Covering for example: SAPs VRA, VTDA, Images of Research 

exhibition, Post-graduate conference, Hive Academic Publication Week 



Celebrating Research 

Continue to encourage courses, institutes, subjects and 

university as a whole to celebrate research at all levels

Examples - Final Shows on Creative Arts Courses, Student 

Conferences, celebrating staff publications via social media

Produce poster displays or  IS abstracts booklets 

Greater visibility of Vacation Research Assistantships work

Plan for the University to hold a Celebrate Research 

week each year starting 2018-9



Roles for researchers in 

enhancing student learning  

Organises a package of activities to support post-

graduates and other research staff gain HEA 

Associate Fellowship whilst supporting 

undergraduate learning.

University Researchers Teaching Award  

Involving a range of activities already provided to support 

post-graduate researchers to enhance student learning and 

enhance post-grads employability.



Getting links onto agendas - building bridges

Share and Inspire Session

• We aim to produce a Share & Inspire session jointly 

between ISE and IHCA in December

• We will aim to showcase some good examples of 

linking Learning and Research that might inspire 

others

That L and T reports  and Research reports both 

make reference to research inspired teaching

Sets up a Student Research Journal


